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How to draw in a nutshell - by popular pencil artist Jasmina Susak.This book is about drawing

for beginners, and it is helpful to those interested in developing basic knowledge and skills. It is

concise, clear, very easy to understand, and well-written in a friendly way filled with

encouragement and complemented with a lot of illustrations.This book features verbal and

visual explanations which make the learning much easier and with better results. The author

contends that drawing and shading are skills that anyone can develop through patience, and a

lot of time spent practicing your drawing even with little to no special talent for it.Why should

you choose this book over the hundred others of the same topic?Because the author will teach

you to draw realistic, lifelike drawings, and to give life to your drawings, instead of making flat,

lifeless drawings.Because the author is a self-taught artist who can tell you about her own

experience and what she has gone through--instead of repeating the curriculum that she would

have learned in school, if she had attended any art school.Because the author won't tell you

“Add some shading” that you can read in plenty of how-to-draw books by other authors, but she

will explain to you in detail how to do it and how she does it with no further questions.Because

through this book, you won't just learn how to draw a cube or cylinder that no one needs, but

the things that you will want to draw for yourself or for the people around you: animals, human

faces, every day objects, 3D drawings and more.Because the author will explain to you what

she has realized through her years spent on drawing, so that you don't have to think about how

to do something, but immediately to start doing it; saving you time on studying and searching

for the answers on the Internet.Because the author will encourage you to keep on drawing and

inspire you, so that you will never want to stop doing it.In this book you will find a lot of tips and

tricks to kick-start your artwork and help you to achieve stunning results. Enjoy learning!

www.jasminasusak.com
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unachievable for them. I would like to help you begin to create the realistic drawings that you

have always wanted. I will show you that everyone is able to draw; only patience, strong will,

and practice are needed. If you give up at the very beginning, you won't achieve anything!Your

first drawings won't be perfect, but don't let it discourage you from continuing. If you draw more,

and compare your first to your tenth drawing, you will see how much you have improved and

you will feel encouraged enough to keep working. You will surpass your previous drawings. So,

drawing is not a skill that you learn overnight, but you have to gather experience through many

months and years. After your first feeling of success, which can come only after persistent

work, you will be thrilled and will want to draw more and more. With time and practice you will

become better and better.In this book you will learn to create depth and create a third

dimension:To make glossy objects:To draw realistic textures:In the next image you can

see:Left: What you won't learn in this book.Right: What you will learn in this book.If you are

ready for these, let's get started with what to use.ToolsPencilsGraphite pencils are the most

common and popular drawing tool. The core of the pencils are made of a mixture of graphite

and clay.Brands of pencilsThere are a lot of brands with graphite pencils, and in many aspects,

the more expensive ones are usually better. The most popular brands are: Derwent Graphic,

Caran d'Ache Grafwood, Koh-I-Noor Hardtmuth, Prismacolor Turquoise, Stabilo, Cretacolor

Fine Art Graphite, Tombow Mono 100, Faber-Castel 9000, Staedtler Mars Lumograph, and

General’s Kimberly.I personally prefer Koh-I-Noor Hardtmuth, and I will be using this brand for

the drawings in this book. Even the graphite powder I have been making of Koh-I-Noor

Hardtmuth progressos.The hardness of the pencilThere are different grades of lead, depending

on their hardness. It is important in terms of which pencil you use, and what you’re trying to

accomplish.At the end of the graphite pencils you will find different numbers and letters, which

indicate hardness. The pencil is based on a graphite manufactured with various additives

added to the graphite, determining the hardness of it.The short description of the meaning:•

H means “hard”. They leave less graphite on the paper. The larger the number before the H-

letter, the harder the pencil.• B means “black”. The B pencils are soft. The larger the number

before B-letter, the softer and darker the pencil is.• F means “fine point”. This F pencil

(located between the two degrees of hardness), is still pretty hard, but leaves a bit darker trace



than the H pencils.• HB means “Hard & Black”, so this is the nuance in the middle of the

scale, good for mid-tones and shading. Can be easily darkened and lightened.You can get

good quality pencils, not just per piece, but also in different sets. Of course, this is just a

guideline for the beginning. You will realize on your own how many pencils you need. Graphite

is very generous. Not only are there different shades of different hardness pencils available.

But the same hardness pencil can create different shades depending on the stronger or

weaker pressure applied.Which pencils will you need for drawing?When I started to draw more

than ten years ago, I had only two graphite pencils: 4B and HB, and I could draw this tiger and

many other drawings, even faces, without lacking the rest of the nuances. The 4B pencil was

dark enough for the black stripes, I couldn't make this black fur with HB pencil. I used HB to

make the graphite powder for shading the fur and the background. I used an eraser to create

the highlighted fur and whiskers over the previously shaded background. The fur that had to be

white, I just left untouched. I also made the graphite powder out of 4B pencil and shaded with

this darker powder behind the tiger to enhance the appearance of the tiger. You will have an

opportunity to learn how to draw and shade similar animals in this book and I will explain how

these steps have to be done.So, you don't have to have a lot of tools and a full scale of

nuances regarding these pencils.You will need HB for sketching, maybe B is even better

because it does not scratch the paper as much as HB does, but you have to press lightly to

avoid creating too dark lines. For the shadows and the darkest areas, you can purchase a very

soft pencil for all black nuances: 4B or above. Any of them is similar as you can see in the

hardness scale in the next image, so you don't need them all.So, for the beginning, it is enough

if you supply yourself with one HB, B, 4B and 5H. Also, I recommend purchasing a progresso,

the best hardness is B, I will later explain why.Note: When using 5H or harder pencil, don't

press hard, because these pencils are so hard that they will scratch the paper, no matter how

carefully you use them. H pencils leave traces, so to say “channels” in the paper, so use them

carefully and never press hard where you want to achieve smooth surfaces. I recommend

rather using your blending stump for the brighter areas, or if you want to use pencil anyway,

choose 4H, 3H or softer and press lightly, barely touching the paper. Also, always try the

pencils on a separate piece of paper and experiment with them a bit, to see how they behave.

You will also note how 4B or the darker options are so soft, that they are similar to Prismacolor

Premier colored pencils, which are very creamy. On one hand, you can relax with these,

because these soft pencils won't scratch the paper and they draw smoothly, which is more

enjoyable. On the other hand, use them carefully, because the blackness of these pencils is

much more difficult to erase.Mechanical pencilsIf you don't like a lot of sharpening or creating a

mess, and you want to save time, you can use a mechanical pencil. Other good reasons why

you might choose a mechanical pencil over a wood-cased pencil is that, with a mechanical

pencil, you have the continuity with the width of drawn lines the whole time, and you don't have

to sharpen it to get the sharp tip after a little use.I recommend this tool for sketching mostly

and a lot of details can be drawn with this tool. You can use the same tool for years, unless you

break it, and you can find refillable leads in several different widths and in all the existing

graphite nuances, mentioned before.Graphite powderIn this book we will use a lot of graphite

powder for shading to achieve a smooth and fine texture, for human skin, backgrounds and so

on, instead of drawing line by line where the lines remain visible and the drawing is less

realistic.Graphite powder is the same graphite from which the graphite pencils are made. You

can buy graphite powder, or you can make it at home, yourself. I've always made the graphite

powder myself. To do this, you will need to carve the lead of the graphite pencil in order to get

the powder from it. You can make it with a sharpener or a knife.I realize that the finest graphite



powder I can make is from the progresso graphite pencil. When I use a simple, wood-cased

graphite pencil for making it, I always had the pieces of wood getting into my powder, no matter

how carefully I carved it. It scratched the paper when I was shading and the final result wasn't

smooth, but full of lines and scratches. That's why I've chosen progresso, which is a woodless

graphite pencil, consisting only of the graphite core. I never use this tool for drawing the lines,

but only for making powder.Put a progresso in a manual sharpener and turn it slowly, not

pressing it hard into the sharpener. This way, you will get a fine graphite powder. Also, this way,

you can create brighter graphite powder from H progresso, and dark graphite powder from 4B

or darker progresso.If you push it deep into the sharpener, you will carve bigger pieces out of

the graphite. They will draw the lines while shading, when you’re trying to create a smooth

surface without any lines. So, it is essential to make the finest powder. Finally, to make it safe,

you can sieve the powder through a cotton bandage, multiple times even, to exclude any bigger

grains left and to ensure only the finest powder is ready for use.We can use the graphite

powder in a few ways. One of the techniques is the brush technique, which I recommend for

the advanced artist. For beginners, it is best if you use a tissue, cotton pad or cloth. The brush

requires a more experienced hand. Besides the tissue or cotton pads, which are good for

shading the larger surfaces and backgrounds, I recommend the already mentioned blending

stump for shading tiny details, and also a cotton swab, something that everyone has at home.

You can create shades if you draw line by line, crosshatching, parallel strokes (and similar)

using only pencil and not graphite powder, but your drawing will be less realistic. This is why I

always recommend the shading techniques with graphite powder. This is what we will place

emphasis on throughout the tutorials in this book.In the next image, you can see an old

drawing of mine, where there are barely any areas that are drawn, only the eyes, teeth, and

some other black areas. I made the rest of the drawing, 99% of it, with graphite powder,

spreading it with tissue, cotton swab, and a blending stump. I used an H graphite powder to

shade the white clothes. If I drew the strokes to create the bright shadows, it would look less

realistic, including the skin.There should be very few hard lines on portraits. Portraits have to

be made with tone gradients, not lines. But we will go through all these “theories” in detail in the

tutorials in this book.Blending stumpA blending stump is a tightly rolled, pressed paper stick

with two pointed ends.With this tool, we blend, smudge or smear the graphite on the paper to

create a softer and smoother surface.This tool is so cheap that you can throw it out after light

use, instead of trying to sharpen it. It is impossible to create the same fine tip as the one you

get when you purchase a new one. There are many packages offered in the stores, containing

plenty of pieces and still affordable. There are no differences in the quality of blending stumps,

only in the size, no matter which brand you choose.Similar tools are tortillions, which have only

one end pointed, so I think the blending stump is a bit more useful, but you can acquire both

and see which ones you'd rather work with.ErasersWhen drawing with graphite pencils,

erasers are very important. Not only to correct mistakes, but to help in creating the highlights

over the drawn and shadowed areas. I recommend you supply yourself with many kinds of

erasers since they are not expensive and will make your work easier and more enjoyable.The

most popular is the kneaded eraser. I personally rarely use this kind of eraser because I find it

too sticky. I have more experience with other kinds of erasers that I will list in this chapter.

Kneaded erasers are very soft and can be kneaded with your fingers to achieve a desired

shape. After a certain period of use, they become too dirty because they accumulate the

graphite, and when it is impossible to find a clean part, you have to buy a new one. It costs a

few dollars, so you don't have to begrime your drawing with an old kneaded eraser.The

mechanical pencil eraser is a similar to the mechanical pencil, but with a push button, and



instead of the graphite leads you use gum leads, which are much thicker. You can even find a

mechanical pencil and gum inside both triangular shapes, which helps with even more precise

erasing and allows you to create hair and similar, tiny highlights.When the top of the gum on a

mechanical eraser becomes dirty, I simply cut off the top with a knife to get a clear, sharp edge

again.The soft eraser pencil is a very practical eraser that looks the same as a wood-cased

graphite or colored pencil, but the lead inside is made out of gum. You just sharpen it with the

pencil sharpener, and it is ready to work with as you get the new, clear top on the eraser. This

is also good for fine details and small areas. I have this tool by Faber-Castell which has half

white and half red gum inside, so you can use both ends as you please.For erasing the larger

areas, the plastic eraser is a good tool. This eraser can also be cut with a knife and shaped to

get the sharp edges and tips for fine details. This was the eraser that I used at the very

beginning, and I used this kind alone for many years without having any difficulties achieving

what I wanted.I would also recommend a battery-operated eraser which I always recommend

for colored pencils. I use an electric erase by Helix, which is amazing.PaperThe papers are not

all the same, and what kind of paper we use is important. Different types of drawing sheets are

produced for different types of artwork.If you use cheap, print paper your paper will ruffle and

tear under the pressure of the tools you use. The erasers will tear up the cheap paper,

particularly if you erase more times over the same area. The final result will appear

underwhelming and poor, therefore wasting all that effort you put into it.The weight of the

paperThe weight of the paper is one of the most important things we have to pay attention to.

The thickness of the paper is determined by the gram weight of 1 square meter. Traditional

printing paper weighs 80 g / m2, but as mentioned, it is better to choose a harder paper for

drawing. We should choose a paper weighing between 180-220 g / m2.Besides the weight of

the paper, we also have to pay attention to what kind of medium we will work on. There are

different kinds of paper offered for different mediums:Watercolor paper: These are the thickest

sheets because they need to absorb the water and remain straight. Their weight generally

ranges from 200 to 300 g / m2. Smooth, hot pressed watercolor papers can also be ideal for

drawing.Paper for graphite or charcoal drawings: it does not require the same durability as the

watercolor paper, but it must be more durable than the common printer paper. They generally

have a weight of 180 to 220 g / m2.For colored pencils: Colored pencils work well with many

kinds of the paper surfaces, such as paper for graphite, pastel or watercolor.Whether I

recommend the paper in my books on colored pencils or on graphite, I always recommend

thick and smooth paper. You don't have to buy a particular brand. Any kind of paper in your

local store is good as long as it is thick and smooth. Thick paper can endure many layers of

blending, erasing, and pressure.If you are looking for good and high-quality brands of paper, I

recommend Strathmore Bristol, Fabriano Bristol, and Stonehenge.Paper sizeHere is a list of

the most commonly used sizes:A1 -- 594 x 841 mm -- 23.4 x 33.1 inA2 -- 420 x 594 mm -- 16.5

x 23.4 inA3 -- 297 x 420 mm -- 11.7 x 16.5 inA4 -- 210 x 297 mm -- 8.3 x 11.7 inA5 -- 148 x

210 mm -- 5.8 x 8.3 inFor the drawings in this book I recommend an A4 paper format. If you

want to create a really detailed drawing later on, you might want to try to draw on larger paper,

but for the beginning, A4 is the perfect size for you.I use Fabriano Bristol paper for every single

drawing in this book and also for my colored pencil drawings, so I can highly recommend this

paper.Additional tools that you might find helpful:Pencil lengthenerAs our pencil gets shorter

after use and sharpening, the balance changes and it is not that comfortable to hold anymore.

Also, if you have purchased expensive graphite pencil brands, you will want to use them to the

end, and with minimal waste. For this, you will have to get a pencil lengthener, which can also

be used for colored pencils, and for many shapes of pencils: hexagonal, round, triangle and so



on.Even after using a pencil lengthener, there will still be a tiny part, about 0.5 in (1 cm) long,

which will fall off out of the lengthener, so to use even that tiny part, you can glue it to the

unsharpened end of a new pencil with superglue and use it to its fullest.In the next image you

can see an example of how I have done it with colored pencils. My white colored pencil was

falling out from the lengthener, because it was already too small, and I glued it to the silver

colored pencil, which I rarely use. Now, I could use the white pencil wholly. If you have pencils

that have erasers on one end, simply use pliers to take them off together with the ferrule that

holds the gum on the end of the pencil and glue the ends.White ink gel penBesides all these

tools I recommend using a white ink gel pen for the tiny highlighted areas, which can be easily

applied over the drawn and shaded areas. Of course, you can leave untouched the part of the

paper that you want to stay white, and it is often recommended, but when you want to draw a

cat's whiskers for example, it is difficult to draw around them during the whole drawing process.

It is much easier to draw them at the end of the drawing over the graphite. Also, it is very useful

when drawing the eyes, lips and similar shiny things. You will see this tool in action throughout

the tutorials in this book and you can decide whether you want to buy it for yourself. This tool is

cheap and long-lasting.You can easily create the brightest highlights over the graphite, brighter

than erasing the graphite with an eraser. For this purpose, you can use white fine markers,

such as the one by Uni Posca 0,7 mm, or even 5 mm for the larger areas.You can use white

gouache, white paint, white acrylic paint, white pastel or anything else that can be easily

spread over the graphite and look absolutely white.FixativeSpraying fixative on a finished

drawing will add protection against unwanted smearing and will diminish glare. The drawing

absorbs the fixative and still allows you to draw over it again. So, when you are working on a

piece, you should start in the upper left corner (if you are right-handed), and as you finish the

area, spray it with fixative and draw the area to the right or under it. It will protect the finished

area from the dust and dirt while you work on the rest of the drawing. I always use the fixative

outside or I open the windows as its smell is very strong and is not healthy to inhale.Another

reason for fixing the drawings is that the reflectivity of the dark graphite lessens. Graphite has a

strong reflective attribute. For this reason, you can consider choosing a matte fixative over the

glossy one.Drawing Tutorials:How to draw a 3d ballLet's start by practicing the shading on a

simple ball.The first step is to create a perfect circle, which is the best to do with a divider tool.

Create the circle somewhere in the middle of your paper sheet.The next thing is to give this ball

a round shape by shading the self-shadow. Draw a circle of the same size on another piece of

paper and cut it so that you can place over the surrounding area as shown in the next picture.

Here we have to determine the light source, which usually comes from above.Place the cut

paper a bit further from the edge to avoid shading the area of the reflected light. Take a look at

the picture in the next step to see how I have left this area untouched.Pick up a little graphite

powder with your finger or cotton tab and make a gradual transition by pressing harder next to

the lower edge of the ball and releasing the pressure as you shade towards the center of the

ball until you reach the brightest shade.When you remove the cut paper you will get the

gradient shading and the surrounding area will stay clean. Now, you can see the untouched

area of the reflected light that I mentioned in the previous step. However, this area shouldn't

stay white, but for now, we just have to prevent it from getting as dark as the darkest part of the

self-shadow.You can shade the area for the reflected light lightly using a blending stump. Just

try to make it a bit darker than the white area of the background and avoid too much

shading.Here you can see how I have shaded the cast shadow a bit further from the ball, and

how we got the bouncing or floating ball. This cast shadow should be the darkest in the middle

and try to make it gradually dissolve into the whiteness of the paper by releasing the pressure



as you shade outwards.
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Rebecca Humbert, “Great guide for adding realism to your sketches!. This is the second book

I’ve read from pencil artist, Jasmina Susak; Not only is she a fantastic artist, but she is a

brilliant instructor as well! “Drawing for Beginners” is the perfect resource for those just getting

into pencil drawing/sketching. Susak lays out everything you are going to need to get started,

detailing the tool’s purpose and illustrating its usefulness. This book contains some great

tutorials on shading and highlighting for realism. One that I found fascinating was Susak’s

method for drawing shiny bangs; I’ve always had issues with making hair look realistic and this

just helped me take my hair drawing game up a notch! “Drawing for Beginners” is full of great

information for anyone trying to make their drawings look more realistic.”

Agnes M. Geraghty, “Excellent source for learning to create more realistic drawings.. The

instructions were clear and easy to follow. I'm sure it will help improve my drawings.”

jason fuller, “Love the first 15 pages. I found the book very informative. I come from an IT and

programming background and it made sense to me. I have to do something with my

retirement.That said, the Amazon driver did NOT physically hand me the package. They

NEVER do. However, UPS seems to understand how to use a simple button called the door

bell.The book is great... Amazon drivers should not lie. I worked in SDF4 for 5 months,

receiving and returns later.”

S, “Good learning tool. Has very clear instructions - I drew an amazingly accurate face on the

first try by following her instructions and using the illustrations in the book.  Worth the money!”

DAngeles, “Eyes. Along with Faces (book) helps with shade, eyes, to create better drawings.

Thank you.”
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Lew, “Great. Great help”

al, “Very helpful. I bought this book because I really would like to learn to draw. This is a very

useful book of drawing instructions which I am looking forward to putting into practice.”

Linda Brown, “ok product. was not really impressed with this book, but it's ok”

Yorkie, “Good book. Not used it very often but there are some good things to have a go at”

Elaine Fox, “Excellent. Great step by step instructions  Like this artist and teaching”

The book by Jasmina Susak has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 256 people have provided feedback.
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